Intercomparison of normalized head-scatter factor measurement techniques.
Normalized head-scatter factors were measured with cylindrical beam coaxial miniphantoms and high purity graphite buildup caps for 4-, 6-, 10-, and 24-MV photon beams at field sizes from 4 x 4 to 40 x 40 cm2. The normalized head-scatter factors determined by the two methods matched well for 4- and 6-MV photon beams. The miniphantom technique produced normalized head-scatter factors 1.5% and 4.8% lower than the buildup caps for the 10- and 24-MV beams for large field sizes, respectively. At small field sizes, the miniphantom technique produced larger normalized head-scatter factors than the buildup caps. Measurements made with an electromagnet indicate that a significant portion of the ionization measured in the buildup cap at 24 MV arises from contamination electrons. Measurements made with the miniphantom and magnet found no contamination electron contribution. The miniphantom technique may exclude such contamination electrons, potentially leading to inaccuracies in tissue-maximum ratios and phantom scatter factors, as well as inaccuracies in monitor unit calculations.